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We consider learning tasks in which the learner faces restrictions on
the amount of information he can extract from each example he
encounters. We introduce a formal framework for the analysis of such
scenarios. We call this framework RFA (restricted focus of attention)
learning. Although it is a natural refinement of the PAC learning model,
some of the fundamental PAC-learning results and techniques fail in
the RFA paradigm; learnability in the RFA model is no longer charac-
terized by the VC dimension, and many PAC learning algorithms are not
applicable in the RFA setting. Hence, the RFA formulation reflects the
need for new techniques and tools to cope with some fundamental
constraints of realistic learning problems. In this work we also present
some paradigms and algorithms that may serve as a first step toward
answering this need.
Two main types of restrictions are considered here: In the more
stringent one, called k-RFA, only k of the n attributes of each example
are revealed to the learner, while in the more permissive one, called
k-wRFA, the restriction is made on the size of each observation (k bits),
and no restriction is made on how the observations are extracted from
the examples.
For the k-RFA restriction we develop a general technique for com-
posing efficient k-RFA algorithms and apply it to deduce, for instance,
the efficient k-RFA learnability of k-DNF formulas and the efficient
1-RFA learnability of axis-aligned rectangles in the Euclidean space Rn.
We also prove the k-RFA learnability of richer classes of Boolean
functions (such as k-decision lists) with respect to a given distribution
and the efficient (n&1)-RFA learnability (for fixed n), under product
distributions, of classes of subsets of Rn which are defined by mild
surfaces.
For the k-wRFA restriction, we show that for k=O(log n), efficient
k-wRFA learning is robust against classification noise. As a straight-
forward application, we obtain a new simple noise-tolerant algorithm
for the class of k-decision lists by constructing an intuitive k-wRFA
algorithm for this task.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Models of learning from examples play a central role in
computational learning theory. A common assumption of
such models is usually (and implicitly) that the learner has
direct access to the entire information contained in the
examples. However, in many realistic learning problems, the
learner can observe only some partial information about his
examples. The importance of this ‘‘focus-of-attention’’
problem has been noticed since the emergence of the com-
putational learning theory [1], but so far has not been for-
mally addressed.
Consider the following paradigmatic learning scenes:
Medical research: A researcher who tries to identify
causes of some cancer may choose a sample of the popula-
tion, collect information from the members of the sample,
and then make a follow-up study to find out who develops
the disease. The ultimate goal is to find an exact charac-
terization of the cancer-prone patients in terms of all the
relevant attributes. However, due to the large number of
possible relevant parameters (sex, age, blood pressure,
family medical history, etc.) and the costs of testing them,
the researcher usually has to settle for examining each
patient with respect to only a limited number of these param-
eters. Note that the choice of tested variables may change
from one patient to another as the research develops.
Weather forecasting: The ultimate goal in weather
forecasting is probably to learn how to predict future (e.g.,
tomorrow’s) weather on the basis of presently available
measurements. In learning-theoretic terminology one may
regard each day as a sample instance (and its weather as its
label). From each such sample instance, information is
extracted by a relatively small number of measurements
(temperature, barometric pressure, etc., in a small number
of specific locations). A meteorologist may decide which
parameters to measure each time and in which locations,
but he is severely constrained in terms of the number of
these measurements. Under an assumption that the weather
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is a deterministic process relative to all the relevant
parameters, the learner’s task is to learn this deterministic
behavior.
Note that such constraints on the simultaneous acces-
sibility of the relevant parameters may be induced either
by practical considerations (e.g., when finding the value
of each parameter incurs some cost) or by some inherent
constraints (as is the case in particle physics).
The scenarios described above are examples for the
following common statistical problem: How can a function,
which may be deterministic once all the relevant parameters
are taken into account, be inferred from samples of its
(probabilistic) behavior with respect to a limited number of
these parameters? As it is desirable to learn the function
itself, we usually seek finer strategies rather than just finding
the correlation between variables.
Let us stress two common features of the above learning
problems: The first one is that the learner is not supplied
with the random examples themselves, but rather with some
partial information derived from them. The second one is
that the learner has some freedom in choosing the type of
information which will be extracted from each example.
We suggest that, among other characteristics, any learn-
ing problem may also be characterized by the amount (and
the type) of information that has to be extracted from each
training example along its learning process.
The aim of this work is to incorporate a mechanism
for extracting observations from examples into the theory
of learning from randomly drawn examples. Such a
mechanism intermediates between the learner and the
(labeled) examples provided by the teacher (or the environ-
ment) and enables us to focus our attention on the nature
and amount of information that a learning algorithm
requires.
Our framework provides an additional angle along which
learning problems may be analyzed; on top of any other
characteristics, any learning problem may also be charac-
terized by a set of ‘‘projections’’ available to the learner.
Each projection is a mapping from the space of labeled
examples into an ‘‘observation space.’’ Rather than enjoying
the ability to freely exploit every given example, as in pre-
vious models of learning, our learner selects one of the pro-
jections before each example is drawn and observes only the
image of the labeled example under this selected projection.
From a philosophical point of view, one may attribute all
randomness (or ‘‘noise’’ phenomena) in nature to the effect
of some invisible deterministic variables on the observable
environment. As such, models concerning noisy information
like that of Kearns and Li [17], as well as those dealing
with probabilistic concepts like the KearnsSchapire p-con-
cepts [19], may be viewed as special cases of our scenario.
Another related model is the model of ‘‘switching con-
cepts’’ introduced by Blum and Chalasani [10]. In that
model a probabilistic behavior of the unknown concept is
generated by switching between several different (deter-
ministic) concepts. By attributing these ‘‘switches’’ to the
values of some hidden variable, one gets yet another exam-
ple of a scenario that may be viewed as learning under
limited visibility.
However, all previously discussed models fix in advance
a unique projection to be applied to the examples. In such
models, the most the learner can learn is the probabilistic
behavior induced by the underlying concept and the dis-
tribution on the observation space. Consequently, such
settings fail to model the search for relevant attributesa
search that plays a significant role in many realistic learning
scenarios.
Another aspect in which our model deviates from the
PAC scenario and most of its variants is the nature of com-
munication between the student and the teacher. In the
usual PAC scenario the communication is one-wayfrom
the teacher to the student. This is in accordance with view-
ing the PAC teacher as modeling an ‘‘indifferent environ-
ment’’ of an observing student. The scenario that our
framework reflects is somewhat different; the learning pro-
cess is interactivethe teacher’s responses are a function of
the student’s projection queries. This is closer in spirit to the
learning by distance (LBD) model [7] and the closely
related statistical queries (SQ) model of Kearns [16]. In
these models the student sends a query to the teacher (about
the distance between some hypothesis and the target in the
LBD model, or a ‘‘statistical query’’ in the SQ framework)
and receives, in response, an approximated answer from the
teacher. This answer may also be viewed as some partial
information derived from randomly drawn labeled exam-
ples.
The SQ model was motivated by the need to design noise-
tolerant algorithms. Kearns proves in [16] that a learning
algorithm which is restricted to using statistical queries (and
hence cannot be sensitive to specific features of individual
examples) is robust against classification noise. In this paper
we provide another sufficient condition for gaining robust-
ness against classification noisea simple condition which
is applied directly in the realm of learning from random
examples. We show that if the focus of attention of the
learner is restricted to O(log n) bits (where n is the number
of the attributes exists in each instance), then the learner can
be made noise-tolerant.
In many cases, restricted focus of attention (RFA) algo-
rithms can be derived from existing learning algorithms in
an intuitive way and therefore provide a useful approach to
the development of noise-tolerant learning algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define
our model of learning with restricted focus of attention, as
well as the two main variants of the restrictions considered
in this work. In the more stringent variant, called k-RFA,
the learner may observe only k attributes of each example
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(which consists of n attributes), and he may also observe
the classification bit. In the more permissive restriction,
called k-wRFA, the learner is only restricted to observing k
bits of information, where no restriction is made on how
they are obtained from the example. Using this formalism,
we show how to embed various existing learning models in
our generalized model. We also show that some known
learning algorithms actually use only part of the available
information and therefore can be naturally reformulated as
RFA learning algorithms.
In Section 3 some preliminary definitions of the classes of
Boolean functions used in this work are given (parity func-
tions, DNF and CNF representations, k-decision lists, and
AC0 circuits), as well as some useful statistical theorems
(Chernoff bounds, uniform convergence bounds) which
we use throughout the paper. We also define the notion of
RFA hardness and give a characterization theorem for RFA
learnability over a finite domain, a useful tool in proving
information-theoretic learnability or non-learnability.
In Section 4 we study learnability under the k-RFA
restriction. We first develop in Section 4.1 a technical tool
that takes as input PAC learning algorithms of given classes
and outputs an efficient k-RFA algorithm for a class com-
posed, in a specific manner, from the given input classes.
We conclude that if a class is decomposable (in a formal
sense that we define) into PAC-learnable classes, then it is
efficiently k-RFA learnable. Applications of the decom-
posability scheme include, for instance, an efficient k-RFA
learning algorithm for the class of k-DNF formulas and an
efficient 1-RFA learning algorithm for the class of axis-
aligned rectangles in Rn.
In Section 4.2 we elaborate on the information-theoretic
k-RFA learnability of classes of Boolean functions. Showing
that the class of parity functions over k+1 Boolean variables
is not k-RFA learnable, we conclude that parameterizing
learnability with the k-RFA restriction, for 0kn, indu-
ces a real hierarchy over the set of learnable classes. How-
ever, when the symmetric behavior of the parity functions
with respect to the uniform distribution is broken, a rich
class of functions is learnable. Thus, we show that under
product distributions in which each Boolean attribute has
the same biased probability p{12 of being 1, the class of
all Boolean functions is (n&2)-RFA learnable. We contrast
this result with an information-theoretic hardness result
which holds for the same class of distributions, stating
that the class of all Boolean functions is not wn8x-RFA
learnable.
We also show k-RFA learning algorithms which learn
the class of k-decision lists under the uniform distribution
(not efficiently) and a quasi-efficient algorithm (originating
from [22]) which learns the rich class of AC0 circuits, under
the k-RFA restriction, for k logarithmic in the number of
attributes. Both algorithms can be generalized to learn
under any fixed distribution.
In Section 4.3 we prove (n&1)-RFA learnability, under
product distributions, of any class of subsets of Rn that are
defined in terms of their bounding surfaces, subjected to
some ‘‘mild behavior’’ assumptions. (The learnability is
efficient for a fixed n.)
In Section 5 we study the k-wRFA restriction. We show
that visibility (the size of the learner’s focus of attention) can
be traded for sample complexity, the increase in the sample
complexity being exponential in the number of bits reduced
from the observation size. This implies that efficient wRFA
learnability is insensitive to a reduction of O(log n) bits in
visibility.
As for information-theoretic wRFA learnability, we show
that every finite class is 1-wRFA learnable (and under a
fixed distribution, a result in [7] implies that any class with
finite VC dimension is 1-wRFA learnable).
In Section 6 we relate the RFA restrictions to noise-
tolerant learnability. We prove that efficient O(log n)-
wRFA learnability guarantees robustness against classifica-
tion noise. Applying this result to a new k-wRFA learning
algorithm for the class of k-decision lists, we obtain a noise-
tolerant k-wRFA learning algorithm for this class (a noise-
tolerant PAC algorithm for this class was first shown in
[24]). We also show an equivalence between efficient
O(log n)-wRFA learning and learning from statistical
queries (Kearns’ model). Thus, the RFA restriction may
also serve as a simple sufficient condition for verifying
robustness against classification noise. Decatur and
Gennaro [13] show that a further restriction on an SQ
learner guarantees robustness against both classification
noise and attribute noise (simultaneously). Showing that
this restriction is essentially equivalent to the O(log n)-RFA
restriction, we conclude that the O(log n)-RFA restriction
guarantees noise tolerance in this stronger model of noise.
2. THE MODEL
The RFA component may augment any model of learn-
ing from examples. In this work we present the RFA
framework as an extension of the well-known PAC model
[29].
Let F be a class of [0, 1]-valued functions (concepts)
over an instance space X, and let D be a probability dis-
tribution over X. The target distribution D is used both for
generating the random training examples for the learner and
for measuring the proximity between a learner’s hypothesis
and the correct target concept. We use the notation x # D to
denote that x is drawn randomly from the distribution D
(over the instance space X ).
On top of these familiar PAC components we add a pair
(O, W); O is a set called the observation space, and
WOX_[0, 1] is a set of functions which we call projections.
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In the process of learning a target function f # F, the learner
can make an observation by selecting a projection w # W
and getting the value of w(x, f (x)), where x is a random
instance drawn from D. Choosing a projection w models the
act of focusing the attention on a set of features. This data-
collection mechanism is the new element that distinguishes
the RFA model from the familiar PAC learning scene.
Formally, we model this mechanism by a function
8: O*  W, which selects the next projection based on the
sequence of observations seen so far. We call such a function
a focusing function.
Given a sequence of m instances x =(x1 , ..., xm) # X m, a
target function f # F, and a focusing function 8, the obser-
vation sample generated by x , f, and 8 is sample(x , f, 8)=
(w1(x1 , f (x1)), ..., wm(xm , f (xm))), where wi=8(w1(x1 ,
f (x1)), ..., wi&1(xi&1 , f (xi&1))), for 1im (w1 is the
value of 8 on the null sequence).
Having a sufficiently large sample of observations, the
learner has to choose a hypothesis h: X  [0, 1] from the
hypothesis class H. The error of any h with respect to f and
D is measured by errorf, D(h) ] Prx # D[h(x){ f (x)], and a
hypothesis h is called =-good (with respect to f and D) if
errorf, D(h)= (h is =-bad if it is not =-good).
Following [11], we model the hypothesis selection by a
function L: O*  H, called a learning function. Given a suf-
ficiently large sample of observations, a successful learning
function produces, with high confidence, a good hypothesis.
This is formally defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Learning via a Set of Projections). A
function class F[0, 1]X is learnable via the projection
class WOX_[0, 1], and using the hypothesis class H, if
there is an integer-valued sampling function m( } , } ), there is
a focusing function 8: O*  W, and there is a learning func-
tion L: O*  H, such that for every target function f # F,
for every distribution D on X, and for every 0<=, $1,
Prx # Dm(=, $)[errorf, D(L(sample(x , f, 8)))>=]<$.
Usually there is a natural complexity parameter n
associated with the domain X, implying a parameterization
of the other components of the learning problem (F, H, O,
and W). For instance, n can be the number of Boolean
variables, or it can be the number of dimensions in the
Euclidean space. Another complexity parameter is the
smallest representation length of the target function f,
denoted size( f ). In such cases, the sample size may also
depend on these complexity parameters.
Since we usually seek a learning algorithm, we want the
sampling function m, the focusing function 8, and the learn-
ing function L to be computable. In fact, we are mainly
interested in efficient learning algorithms: A learning algo-
rithm is efficient if it runs in time poly(1=, 1$, n, size( f ))
(note that this also implies a polynomial sample com-
plexity).
When the hypothesis class H is omitted it is assumed that
H=[0, 1]X (i.e., no restriction is made on choosing a
hypothesis). The notion proper learnability is used for the
case H=F.
The above definition models the ‘‘distribution-free’’
scenario in which the learning algorithm can handle
arbitrary generating distributions D (and does not know D
in advance). In many cases this requirement appears to be
too restrictive. In such cases we shall also consider the more
permissive setting obtained by requiring successful learning
only when D is a member of some predetermined class of
distributions over X. One such candidate is the class of
product distributions (each variable has a fixed distribution
independent of the values of other variables [25]). In some
cases we shall even assume that the permissible class con-
tains only one distribution (i.e., the distribution is fixed and
known to the learner).
Two main types of restrictions on the learner’s focus of
attention naturally rise, and these are defined below.
The k-RFA restriction is a restriction on the way an
observation can be obtained from a sampled instance. It is
applied to the case where the instance space is parametrized
by a complexity parameter which is the number of Boolean
attributes (X=[0, 1]n) or the number of Real attributes
(X=Rn). A k-RFA learner may choose to observe any k
attributes out of the n attributes existing in each instance
(and may also observe the classification bit). Hence, the set
of projections used by a k-RFA learning algorithm is
Wk ] [wI : I=[i1 , ..., ik][1, ..., n], where wI (x1 , ..., xn , y)
=(xi1 , ..., xik , y) for I=[i1 , ..., ik]. Learnability under such
a restriction is called k-RFA learnability.
Another natural but more permissive restriction is a
restriction on the amount of information bits which exist
in each observation (without any restriction on how they
are extracted from the sampled instances). Hence, this is
a restriction on the size of the observation space. We call
learnability under such a restriction k-wRFA (k-weakly
restricted focus of attention) learnability. We say that a
function class F is k-wRFA learnable if it is learnable via
W([0, 1]k)X_[0, 1].
Notice that in the Boolean domain (X=[0, 1]n), (k+1)-
wRFA learnability implies k-RFA learnability and, for
k=n, both coincide with the standard PAC model.
The (k+1)-wRFA restriction is strictly weaker than the
k-RFA restriction, as demonstrated by the following exam-
ple. Consider a function class F which contains both the
parity function f1(x1 , x2)=x1 x2 and its negation f2 , and
let the instance space [0, 1]2 be uniformly distributed.
Clearly, if a learner can observe the value of only one
variable at a time (i.e., he can observe either the value of x1
or the value of x2 but not both), then he is not capable of
distinguishing between f1 and f2 , and therefore cannot learn
the class F. If, however, the learner gets a single bit of infor-
mation, having the value of x1 x2  f (x1 , x2), then one
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observation is sufficient to distinguish between the case
f # f1 and the case f # f2 . Thus, F is efficiently 1-wRFA
learnable but not 1-RFA learnable. This example can be
extended to demonstrate that the class of parity functions
over k+1 Boolean variables is 1-wRFA learnable, but not
k-RFA learnable.
We now briefly present previously known models which
are strongly related to the RFA model, and survey the main
results known in these models, formulating them in the new
RFA notions.
2.1. Hidden Variable Learning Problems
In some learning problems the learner is restricted to
observing only a fixed partial set of the relevant attributes,
while all the others are hidden from him. In RFA notions,
the learner’s attention is restricted to using only a fixed
projectionthe projection of each instance (over the
set of all the relevant variables) onto the set of visible
variables.
In such a scenario the learner actually observes a
probabilistic behavior with respect to the visible variables;
each assignment of values to the visible variables is
associated with some probability of being classified as a
positive instance, a probability which is induced by the
underlying distribution on the instance space and by the
(deterministic) target function. Obviously, in such a case,
the best that the learner can do is to learn this probabilistic
behavior.
A learning model for such scenarios was presented by
Kearns and Schapire in [19]. In their model, a concept is
not a binary function over the (observed) instance space X,
but rather a real function f : X  [0, 1]. An example (x, y)
is generated by drawing a random x # X using the underly-
ing distribution on X, and letting y=1 with probability
f (x). The model is known in the literature as the p-concept
model (‘‘p’’ stands for ‘‘probabilistic’’).
Two main results were obtained for hidden variables
learning problems in the p-concept model. In [19] it is
shown how to learn any Boolean formula of the form  7 %,
where  is a conjunction over the set of visible variables,
and % is any Boolean function over the set of hidden
variables. Kearns et al. show in [20] how to learn any k-term
DNF formula (DNF formula with up to k terms; see Section 3
for the definition of DNF formulas), where the formula may
depend on both the hidden and the visible variables.
As mentioned above, we are mainly concerned with a dif-
ferent type of hidden variable learning problems, in which
the learner can choose the set of visible variables, obeying
some restrictions, such as the size of this set. In such
scenarios, it seems natural to require that the learner even-
tually learn the behavior of the target concept with respect
to all the relevant variables.
2.2. Learning Switching Concepts
Given an assignment of some values to the hidden
variables, a deterministic concept is projected on the visible
variables. Thus, assuming independence between the dis-
tribution of the hidden variable space and the distribution
of the visible variables space, the overall probabilistic
behavior of the underlying concept over the visible variables
may be regarded as a ‘‘mixture’’ of the projected (deter-
ministic) concepts; each projected concept ci is associated
with a probability pi such that i pi=1 (the probabilities
are determined by the underlying distribution over the
hidden variables). In this model, presented by Blum and
Chalasani in [10], an example is classified using the con-
cept ci with probability pi . Knowing the class from which
these concepts are chosen, the learner may try to learn the
probabilistic behavior of their mixture. Indeed, Blum and
Chalasani show how to learn a mixture of monotone dis-
junctions. They also demonstrate that in some cases, the
learner can learn more than just the probabilistic behavior
of the mixture; he can learn the concepts themselves. One
such case is the case where there is a ‘‘majority concept’’ (a
ci for which pi>12), in which case the learner can learn this
majority concept.
Another case in which the learner can learn the switching
concepts (over the visible variables) is the case where the
values of the hidden variables are rarely switched. In such
cases, the learner is trying to predict the right classifica-
tion of the next instance, knowing that the target concept
(according to which the instance is classified) may be
switched once in a while. It is shown in [10] that in such
cases the learner can learn the switching concepts and use
them to make few mistakes on further examplesfor each
switch, the number of mistakes made by the learner can be
bounded by the number of switching concepts.
2.3. Learning by Distances
Ben-David et al. [7] propose a learning model which is
characterized by an interaction between a learner and a
teacher. In each round the learner proposes a hypothesis,
and the teacher responds by an approximation of the dis-
tance between the hypothesis and the target, relative to
some underlying metric. It is shown in [7] that PAC learn-
ability with respect to a fixed distribution is equivalent to
learnability by distances with respect to the metric induced
by that distribution (the distance between the two concepts
is the probability of drawing a point in their symmetric dif-
ference). Moreover, based on this equivalence, they show
that, given a distribution D, rather then learning from the
entire classified examples, the learner can settle for just one
bit of information, indicating whether the example (ran-
domly drawn according to D) is in the symmetric difference
of the learner’s current hypothesis and the target. Here is a
formulation of this result in the RFA model.
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Theorem 2.2 (Ben-David, Itai, and Kushilevitz). If F
is (efficiently) PAC learnable under the distribution D, then
F is (efficiently) 1-wRFA learnable under the distribution D.
Note that the above theorem implies that, under a fixed
distribution, the hierarchy of k-wRFA learnability (1
kn+1) collapses to 1-wRFA learnability.
2.4. Learning from Statistical Queries
Another model which is strongly related to the RFA
model is that introduced by Kearns in [16] for learning
from statistical queries. This model was developed as a con-
ceptual tool for studying the capability of noise-tolerant
learning. The idea is to restrict the learner in such a way that
he cannot learn from specific examples, but rather has to use
only statistics of large samples in order to learn the target
concept. By showing that the effect of classification noise on
such statistics can be canceled out, Kearns proved that
every algorithm which learns from statistical queries is
noise-tolerant against classification noise.
In Kearns’ statistical model, the learner has no access
to classified examples, but rather can get close approxima-
tions of efficiently computed events and may use these
approximations to find a good hypothesis. In Section 5 we
show that efficient O(log n)-wRFA learning is equivalent to
learning from statistical queries. Thus, one may use the
easily verifiable RFA condition to ensure noise-tolerant
learning. Fortunately, most of the known learning algo-
rithms (or some close variants of them) satisfy this RFA
condition [6], and hence we can easily design a noise-
tolerant version of them. An exception is the algorithm for
learning the class of all parity function (a parity function is
a binary functions which computes the parity of some fixed
subset of its input binary variables). This class is known to
be efficiently PAC learnable (by solving a system of linear
equations modulo 2 [15]), but is (provably) not efficiently
learnable from statistical queries [16]; it is not known
whether this class is noise-tolerant learnable. (Note that if it
is, then the SQ model is strictly more restrictive than the
model of learning with classification noise.)
3. PRELIMINARIES
3.1. Classes of Boolean Functions
We define here the classes of Boolean functions whose
learnability under the RFA restriction is studied in this
work. The instance space is Xn=[0, 1]n, and we denote the
index set [1, ..., n] by [n].
Definition 3.1 (Parity Functions). For every set I[n],
let EVENI be the function which is 1 on x if the parity of the
set [xi : i # I] is even, and 0 otherwise. Let ODDI(x) ]
1&EVENI(x) for every x # Xn . Also denote
PARITYn ] [EVENI , ODDI | I[n]]
PARITYkn ] [EVEN[k] , ODD[k]] (kn).
Definition 3.2 (DNF and CNF Representations). A
literal is a variable xi or its negation x i . A term is a conjunc-
tion of literals, and a clause is a disjunction of literals. If the
number of literals in a term or in a clause is bounded by k,
then it is called a k-term or a k-clause, respectively. A DNF
formula is a disjunction of terms, and a CNF formula is a
conjunction of clauses. A k-DNF formula is a disjunction of
k-terms, and a k-CNF formula is a conjunction of k-clauses.
We also use the notation k-DNF and k-CNF to denote the
class of all k-DNF formulas and k-CNF formulas, respec-
tively (over n variables).
Every function has both DNF and CNF representations.
The efficient learnability of these classes of representations
is still a main open and intriguing question in learning
theory. However, for any fixed k, k-DNF and k-CNF are
efficiently learnable [29], and we show in Section 4.1 that
this remains true under the k-RFA restriction.
Another well-known and useful class of representations is
the class of decision lists, introduced by Rivest [23].
Definition 3.3 (k-Decision Lists). A k-decision list is a
list of pairs, where each pair consists of a k-term and a
binary decision. The term of the last pair of the list is always
the constant 1. A k-decision list L=( (ti , bi)) ri=1 defines
a Boolean function as follows: For every x # [0, 1]n,
L(x)=bj , where j=min[i | ti (x)=1]; e.g., ( (x1 , 0), (x2 , 1),
(x 3 , 0), (1, 1)) is a 1-decision-list, whose values on inputs
(0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1) are 0 and 1, respectively. We denote
by k-DLn the class of all k-decision-lists over n variables
(and omit the subscript n when it is clear from the con-
text).
It is shown in [23] that k-DL is a proper superset of
k-DNF _ k-CNF and that it is efficiently PAC learnable (in
fact, this class is among the most expressible classes known
to be efficiently distribution-free learnable). We show in
Section 4.2 the k-RFA learnability of the class k-DL under
the uniform distribution, and in Section 5.1 we shown its
efficient (distribution-free) k-wRFA learnability. (For more
results concerning the RFA learnability of decision lists, we
refer the readers to [9]).
Finally, we define the class of AC0 Boolean circuits.
Definition 3.4 (AC 0 Boolean Circuits). An AC 0 cir-
cuit is a Boolean circuit which consists of ‘‘and’’ and ‘‘or’’
gates, and whose inputs are the literals x1 , x 1 , ..., xn , x n .
The size of the circuit (number of gates) is bounded by a
polynomial in n, and its depth is bounded by a constant.
The class of functions computable by an AC 0 circuit of
depth d is denoted AC0[d].
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In Section 4.2, we use a result by Linial et al. [22] to show
that this class is 1-wRFA learnable by a quasi-polynomial
algorithm.
3.2. Chernoff Bounds
The following form of Chernoff bounds, which is used
throughout the paper, originates from [3].
Theorem 3.5. Let X1 , ..., Xm be independent random
Boolean variables, with Pr[Xi=1]= p for every 1im.
Then, for every 0#1, the following are bounds on the





3.3. VC-Dimension and Uniform Convergence
The following theorem, due to Vapnik and Chervonenkis
[30], is useful in estimating, for a class of events, the num-
ber of examples needed to ensure uniform convergence of
the empirical probabilities to the true event probabilities.
Theorem 3.6 (Vapnik and Chervonenkis ). Let F
[0, 1]X, and let D be a distribution over X. Assume we want
to estimate the probabilities Prx # D[ f (x)=1] for all f # F
simultaneously. Define the VC-dimension of F to be










guarantees that, with probability of at least 1&$, all
estimates differ from the true probabilities by less than =,
where d is the VC-dimension of F.
3.4. Statistical Distance
Definition 3.7 (Statistical Distance). We define a metric
on the class of distributions over a (countable) domain X.
Let D and D$ be two distributions over X. The statistical dis-
tance between D and D$ is defined by
2s(D, D$) ] 12 :
x # X
|D[[x]]&D$[[x]]|.
It is easy to verify that the statistical distance is indeed a
metric (i.e., it is symmetric, it satisfies the triangle inequality,
and 2s(D, D)=0 for every distribution D).
Proposition 3.8. Let D

=(Di) mi=1 and D

$=(D$i) mi=1





mi=1 2s(D i , D$i).
Proof. Define Hi ] (D1 , ..., D i , D$i+1 , ..., D$m) , for




, it is sufficient to
observe that 2s(H i&1 , Hi)=2s(Di , D$i) for every 1in,
and to use the triangle inequality iteratively. K
3.5. Efficient Sampling
The following definitions of efficiently computable dis-
tribution and efficiently samplable distribution originate
from [8].
Definition 3.9 (Efficiently Computable Distribution).
Let D be a distribution over X (with complexity parameter
n), where  is any efficiently computable order on X. D is
efficiently computable if there exists an efficient (polynomial
in n) deterministic algorithm, which on input x produces
D[[u # X : ux]].
Definition 3.10 (Efficiently Samplable Distribution).
Let D be a distribution over X (with complexity parameter
n). D is efficiently samplable if there exists an efficient (poly-
nomial in n) probabilistic algorithm which produces x # X
with probability D[[x]].
Theorem 3.11 (Ben-David, Chor, Goldreich, and Luby).
Every efficiently computable distribution is also efficiently
samplable.
3.6. RFA Hardness
A scenario over the instance space X is defined to be a pair
( f, D) of a function f and a distribution D over X. For
f # F, ( f, D) is also called an F-scenario. The idea of
proving the hardness of RFA learning a class F, by showing
two different F-scenarios which are indistinguishable by an
RFA learner, was first used by Ben-David and Dichterman
[5] in proving that the class of parity functions (over n
variables) is not (n&1)-RFA learnable under the uniform
distributions. For the case of k-RFA learnability of Boolean
functions, the notion of indistinguishability among a set of
different scenarios was defined in [9], where it was used
to obtain hardness results for the k-RFA learnability of
k-decision lists. We give here a full characterization of the
function classes over a finite domain X which are learnable
via a projection class W. This provides a general tool for
either proving or disproving information-theoretic k-RFA
learnability.
For a projection class WOX_[0, 1], we define a W-equiv-
alence relation among scenarios as follows. Given a scenario
S=( f, D) over X, we define for every projection w # W a
distribution pS, w over the observation space O. For every
observation z # O, pS, w(z) is the probability of observing z
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via the projection w, when learning the scenario S. That is,
pS(w, z) ] Prx # D[w(x, f (x))=z].
We say that the scenarios S and S$ are W-equivalent if the
distributions pS, w and pS$, w are identical for every projec-
tion w # W (and hence, a learner which is restricted to using
projections from W cannot distinguish between the two
scenarios). However, the existence of a set of W-equivalent
scenarios does not exclude the possibility of learnability
via W, as it might be the case that there is a hypothesis h
which is good for all them (i.e., the learner does not have to
distinguish between them). Thus, we call such a set W-hard
for H, if there is =>0 such that every hypothesis h # H is
=-bad for at least one of the scenarios in the set. (The set is
W-hard if it is hard for every H.)
Hence, to disprove the learnability of a function class F
via W and using H, it is sufficient to find a set of F-scenarios
which is W-hard for H. For a finite instance space, the
absence of such a set implies information-theoretic RFA
learnability (hence providing a full characterization of RFA
learnability). The following two theorems are straightforward
generalizations of the corresponding theorems (stated for
the Boolean domain) in [9].
Theorem 3.12. Let F and H be function classes, and let
W be a projection class. If there is a finite set of F-scenarios
which is W-hard for H, then F is not learnable via W
using H.
Theorem 3.13. A function class F over a finite domain
is learnable via the projection class W and using the
hypothesis class H if and only if there is no set of
F-scenarios which is W-hard for H.
As a simple application of the above theorem, let us prove
that, for a finite instance space, it is sufficient to extract one
bit of information from every single example (in Section 6.2
we show that this remains true for finite function classes,
even when the domain is infinite).
Theorem 3.14. Every function class over a finite domain
is 1-wRFA learnable.
Proof. Let X be a finite domain. By Theorem 3.13, it
is sufficient to show that for a function class F/[0, 1]X,
and for a projection class W=[0, 1]X_[0, 1], no set of
F-scenarios is W-hard. Assume there is such a W-hard set Q
of F-scenarios. Let z # X, and consider the projections
uz(x, y)=(x=z) and vz(x, y)=(x=z 7 y=1). For every
two scenarios S=( f, D) and T=( g, E) in Q, it follows
from pS, uz(1)= pT, uz(1) that D(z)=E(z), and therefore
pS, vz(1)= pT, vz(1) implies f (z)= g(z). Thus, Q cannot
contain two different scenarios, and hence cannot be
W-hard. K
4. k-RFA LEARNING
4.1. Composing Efficient k-RFA Learning Algorithms
We start with developing a technical tool that takes as
input PAC learning algorithms of given classes and outputs
an efficient k-RFA algorithm for a class composed, in a
specific manner, from the given input classes. We conclude
that if a class is decomposable into PAC-learnable classes,
then it is efficiently k-RFA learnable.
Consider, for instance, the class of k-DNF formulas over
the domain Xn=[0, 1]n. A PAC algorithm which efficiently
learns this class is shown in [29]. Is it possible to adapt this
algorithm to the k-RFA setting, in which only k attributes
of each single example are revealed to the learning algo-
rithm? In other words, is this class (efficiently) k-RFA
learnable? In this section we develop a general tool which
will be useful in answering such questions.
The basic idea is to notice that any k-DNF formula 3
over n variables is a disjunction of DNF formulas %1 , ..., %r ,
where each %i depends on at most k variables. Any negative
example for 3 is also a negative example for each %i . Since
DNF formulas are learnable from negative examples we can
learn each DNF formula %i by observing only the proper set
of k relevant attributes, obtaining a k-RFA learning algo-
rithm for the class of k-DNF. Furthermore, since the num-
ber of DNF formulas %i is polynomial in n (r=O(nk)), and
since the time needed to learn each %i does not depend on n
(k is fixed), the resulting k-RFA learning algorithm is
efficient. We now formulate this intuitive decomposition
scheme, applying it to deduce the RFA learnability of
several function classes.
Given functions f1 , ..., fr over Xn , and a Boolean function
: [0, 1]r  [0, 1], we define COMPOSE( f1 , ..., fr), the
-composition of f1 , ..., Fr , to be
COMPOSE( f1 , ..., fr)(x) ] ( f1(x), ..., fr(x)).
Applying the composition to a class of functions, we get
COMPOSE(F1 , ..., Fr)
] [COMPOSE( f1 , ..., fr) | fi # Fi , 1ir].
When F=F1= } } } =Fr we denote their -composition by
COMPOSE(F). For instance, COMPOSEdisj(k-CONJn)
=kDNFn , where ‘‘disj’’ is the disjunction function over
(2n+1)k literals, k-CONJn is the class of k-terms over Xn ,
and k-DNFn is the class of k-DNF formulas over Xn .
For a Boolean function : [0, 1]r  [0, 1], and b # [0, 1],
we say that  is b-invertible if |&1(b)|=1 (i.e., there is
a unique assignment v # [0, 1]r satisfying (v)=b). Also,
if f (x)=b, we say that x is an example of type b (for f ).
We say that F is b-learnable if F is learnable from an
oracle which supplies only examples of type b (i.e., positive
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examples for b=1 and negative examples for b=0). F is
k-RFA b-learnable when the oracle is a k-RFA oracle
which supplies only observations obtained from examples of
type b.
Theorem 4.1. Let F1 , ..., Fr be function classes over Xn ,
where each Fi is k-RFA bi -learnable, and let : [0, 1]r 
[0, 1] be b-invertible, where &1(b)=(b1 , ..., br). Then














Proof. Assume the target function f is decomposable as
f =COMPOSE( f1 , ..., fr). Since  is b-invertible, each
example of type b for f is an example of type bi for fi
(1ir). Thus, the learning algorithm may focus its atten-
tion on the k relevant variables of fi , obtaining examples of
type bi for fi . Since Fi is bi -learnable, A can learn f i from a
sufficiently large sample for f. Using Theorem 2.1 of Blumer
et al. [11], we conclude that A can find with probability of
at least 1&$r a hypothesis hi which is =r-good for fi , using










Upon having an =r-good hypothesis for each fi , A may use
the (known) function  to obtain, with probability of at
least 1&$, an =-good hypothesis for f. K
Thus, we have a construction scheme which enables us to
deduce the k-RFA learnability of a class which is composed
of k-RFA learnable classes.
In case each composing class depends on at most k
variables, we can take one step further, and deduce the
k-RFA learnability of COMPOSE(F1 , ..., Fr) from the
(PAC) learnability of the composing classes F1 , ..., Fr .
The domain of a function can be expanded from Xk to Xn
as follows. Given a function f : Xk  [0, 1] and a mapping
m: [k]  [n] (recall that [ j] denotes the set [1, ..., j]), we
define a new function fm : Xn  [0, 1], by fm(x)=
f (xm(1) , ..., xm(k)). Notice that fm has only k relevant
variables; fm applies f to the variables whose indices are
determined by the mapping m.) Thus, given a class F of
functions over the domain Xk , we can define a function
class over Xn , by [F]k  n ] [ fm : f # F, m # [n][k]]. For
instance, k-DNF=COMPOSEdisj([DNFk]kn). Obviously,
if F is learnable then [F]k  n is k-RFA learnable, and the
learnability is efficient for every fixed k.
Corollary 4.2. Let F1 , ..., Fr be function classes over
Xk , where each Fi is k-RFA bi -learnable, and let : [0, 1]r
 [0, 1] be b-invertible, where &1(b)=(b1 , ..., br). Then
COMPOSE([F1]k  n , ..., [Fr]k  n) is k-RFA b-learnable,













For the case F=F1= } } } =Fr we also get the following
Corollary 4.3. Let F be a function class over Xk ,
which is b-learnable, and let : [0, 1]r  [0, 1] be b$-
invertible, where &1(b$)=(b, ..., b). Then COMPOSE













Now the efficient k-RFA learnability of k-DNF and
k-CNF formulas is easily obtained by applying Corollary 4.3
to the classes of DNFk and CNFk formulas, respectively.
Proposition 4.4. k-DNF and k-CNF are efficiently
k-RFA learnable.
Proof. The classes DNFk and CNFk are obviously PAC




Since VCdim(DNFk)=VCdim(CNFk)=O(2k), we get by
Corollary 4.3 that the sample complexity is O(n2k=
log n2k=$), and the learning algorithm is efficient. K
As another simple application of the decomposability
scheme, consider the following classes over the instance
space Xn=Rn:
RECn ] [reca, b | a, b # Rn]
reca, b ] [x # Rn | \i x i # [ai , bi]]
CROSSn ] [crossa, b | a, b # Rn]
crossa, b ] [x # Rn | _i xi # [ai , bi]].
That is, RECn is the class of axis-aligned rectangles in R
n,
and CROSSn is the class of axis-aligned ‘‘crosses’’ in R
n.
Proposition 4.5. RECn and CROSSn are efficiently
1-RFA learnable.
Proof. Notice that REC1=CROSS1 is the class of inter-
vals in R, which is known to be efficiently learnable from
either positive or negative examples [18]. Therefore we can
apply Corollary 4.3 to the compositions
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RECn=COMPOSEconj(REC1)
CROSSn=COMPOSEdisj(CROSS1).
Since VCdim(REC1)=VCdim(CROSS1)=2, we get by
Corollary 4.3 that the sample complexity is O(n2=
log n2=$), and the learning algorithm is efficient. K
4.2. k-RFA Learnability of Boolean Functions
Restriction of the visibility of the learner makes the ques-
tion of (information-theoretic) learnability of Boolean func-
tion (over the domain [0, 1]n) non-trivial. Since the domain
is finite, so is the VC dimension, and hence every class of
Boolean functions is PAC learnable. However, the k-RFA
restriction imposes a strict hierarchy on the learnable
classes.
By Theorem 3.13, to prove the hardness of k-RFA
learnability for a class F of Boolean functions, it is sufficient
to find a hard Wk -RFA pair of F-scenarios (where
Wk=[wI : I=[i1 , ..., ik][1, ..., n]], and wI (x, y)=
(xi1 , ..., xik , y) for I=[i1 , ..., ik]). We say that a Wk -equiv-
alent pair of scenarios is k-RFA equivalent, and it is k-RFA
hard if it is Wk -hard.
Let Un denote the uniform distribution over [0, 1]n, and
consider the pair of scenarios S1=(x1 , U1) and S2=
(x 1 , U1) over the domain [0, 1] (i.e., n=1, both distribu-
tions are uniform, f1=x1 and f2 is its negation). Then, the pair
is 0-RFA equivalent, and for ==12, every Boolean function
is 12-bad for either S1 or S2 . Hence, the pair is 0-RFA hard,
implying that every F$[x1 , x 1] is not 0-RFA learnable.
It is not hard to generalize the above example to any
n1, 0k<n, where S1=(x1  } } } xk+1 , Un) , S2=
(x1  } } } xk+1 , Un), obtaining the following hardness
result.
Theorem 4.6. Every class F$PARITY k+1n is not
k-RFA learnable.
Note that a (k+1)-RFA learner needs a single example
to learn the class PARITYk+1n , and hence a k-RFA learner
is strictly weaker than a (k+1)-RFA learner. Also notice
that the above result immediately implies that, for every
k<n, the class of DNF formulas is not k-RFA learnable.
As the hardness of the RFA learnability of the parity func-
tions seems to be induced by the symmetric behavior of
these functions with respect to the uniform distribution, one
may wonder what happens when this symmetry is broken.
The following two theorems give a partial answer to this
question.
We consider the class distributions, in which the variables
are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.), having
a probability p of being 1, but restrict p to be different from
12. We call such distributions biased i.i.d. distributions, and
identify them in what follows by their probability p.
The following theorem shows that under biased i.i.d. dis-
tributions, the class of all Boolean functions is (n&2)-RFA
learnable. We do not know whether in this case the learner’s
focus of attention can by further restricted (it seems hard to
generalize the subtle analysis made for (n&2)-RFA learn-
ability to (n& j)-learnability, for j>2). However, we show
in what follows a lower bound of k=n8 on the visibility
size of a k-RFA learner (which holds for the same class of
distributions).
Theorem 4.7. The class of all Boolean functions is
(n&2)-RFA learnable under biased i.i.d. distributions.
Proof. By Theorem 3.13, it is sufficient to show that
there is no set of (n&2)-RFA hard scenarios over the
domain [0, 1]n, in which all the distributions are biased
i.i.d.
Consider two scenarios S and S$, which consist of two
Boolean functions f and g, and two i.i.d. distributions q and
r, respectively. First we claim that if the scenarios are k-RFA
equivalent, then q=r. To see why, consider the (n&2)-RFA
projection defined by the index set I=[1, ..., n&2], and
recall that for the scenarios to be (n&2)-RFA equivalent,
the distributions pS, wI and pS$, wI projected onto the observa-
tion space have to be identical. This implies that
q= :
[z # [0, 1]n&1 : z1=1]
pS, wI (z)= :
[z # [0, 1]n&1 : z1=1]
pS$, wI (z)=r.
Thus, an (n&2)-RFA hard set of scenarios has to share the
same i.i.d. distribution p{12. We also claim that in such a
set, p cannot be either 0 or 1. In both cases, there is only one
instance with non-zero probability, and hence all the func-
tions in the set (being (n&2)-RFA equivalent) have to agree
on that instance ((0, 0, ..., 0) when p=0, and (1, 1, ..., 1)
when p=1). But then, any hypothesis which agrees with
them on that instance is a good hypothesis for all the
scenarios in the set, and hence the set cannot be a hard one.
It remains to show that, for p  [0, 12, 1], and for any two
different functions, there is an (n&2)-RFA projection which
projects different distributions (and hence the functions are
distinguishable by an (n&2)-RFA learner).
We fix an assignment (a4 , ..., an) to the variables x4 , ..., xn ,
and consider all the (n&2)-RFA probabilities obtained by
letting xi=b, for i # [1, 2, 3] and b # [0, 1]. Let fi, b be the
2-variable Boolean functions obtained from the target func-
tion f, when letting (xi , x4 , ..., xn)=(b, a4 , ..., an). The corre-
sponding (n&2)-RFA probability is pS, wI (zi, b), where
I=[i, 4, ..., n], and zi, b=(b, a4 , ..., an , 1). For a given i and
b, fi, b can be one of the 24 possible functions h0 , ..., h15
shown in Table 1, where the corresponding (n&2)-RFA
probabilities are q0 , ..., q15 .
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TABLE 1
The functions hj and the corresponding probabilities qj
hj ( y1 , y2)
j y1 y2 : 00 01 10 11 qj ( p)
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 p2
2 0 0 1 0 p& p2
3 0 0 1 1 p
4 0 1 0 0 p& p2
5 0 1 0 1 p
6 0 1 1 0 2p&2p2
7 0 1 1 1 2p& p2
8 1 0 0 0 12p+ p2
9 1 0 0 1 1&2p+2p2
10 1 0 1 0 1& p
11 1 0 1 1 1& p+ p2
12 1 1 0 0 1& p
13 1 1 0 1 1& p+ p2
14 1 1 1 0 1& p2
15 1 1 1 1 1
Had the probabilities qj been all different, it would have
been possible to associate every hj with a unique qj and
hence deduce the target function from the corresponding
(n&2)-RFA probabilities. However, some probabilities are
identical for every p (e.g., q2 #q4), and others are equal for
a specific value of p (e.g., q1(23)=q6(23)). Nevertheless,
we show that in every case, there is one (n&2)-RFA prob-
ability, for which different functions have to differ. In par-
ticular, we show how to identify the function f3, 0 (and the
case f3, 1 is symmetric). Since the argument holds for every
assignment to the variables x4 , ..., xn , it implies that the
(n&2)-RFA probabilities uniquely determine the target
function f.
We use the notation fi, b=(r, s) to denote an uncertainty
between fi, b=hr and f i, b=hs (e.g., f3, 0=(2, 4) is such an
uncertainty). In case the uncertainty holds only for a specific
value of p, say p=c, we use the notation fi, b=(r, s)|c (e.g.,
f3, 0=(1, 6)|23 is such an uncertainty). Similar notation is
used when the uncertainty is among three possible functions
(e.g., f3, 0=(3, 5, 8)| (3&- 5)2).
To form a list of all the uncertainties among the functions
h0 , ..., h15 , we first introduce three uncertainty-preserving
operations. Given a function h( y1 , y2), the first operation is
defined by h ( y1 , y2)=1&h( y1 , y2), and the second one is
defined by h ( y1 , y2)=h(1& y1 , 1& y2).
To see why the first operation is uncertainty-preserving,
assume that (i, j)| c is an uncertainty, and let hk=h i and
hl=h j . Then, qk=1&qi and ql=1&qj , and hence (k, l )| c is
also an uncertainty. As for the second operation, if hs=h i
and ht=h j , then qs(1&c)=qi (c) and qt(1&c)=qj (c), and
hence (s, t)|1&c is also an uncertainty. Also note that by
combining both operations we get yet another uncertainty-
preserving operation h  ( y1 , y2)=1&h(1& y1 , 1& y2). All
three operations are involutions (i.e., applying them twice
we get the identity operation), and hence their inverse are
also uncertainty-preserving operations.
All the possible uncertainties (obtained by comparing the
functions h0 , ..., h15 to one another) are shown in Table 2.
We call the uncertainties shown in column i of the table
uncertainties of type i. The uncertainties of type 2, 3, and 4
are obtained from uncertainties of type 1 by applying the
operations h O h , h O h , and h O h  respectively.
We start with the uncertainties of type 1 and in each case
analyze only the remaining uncertainties, until we end up
with values which are distinguishable (no uncertainties). To
denote several possible uncertainties of a value vi, b , say
(q, r) or (s, t) (depending on previous uncertainties), we use
the set notation vi, b # [(q, r), (s, t)] (and vi, b # [(q, r),
(s, t)]| c when the uncertainty holds only for p=c):
v3, 0(x1 , x2)=(2, 4):
O v1, 0(x3 , x2) # [0, 1, 2, 3]_[4, 5, 6, 7]
O v1, 0(x3 , x2) # [(1, 6)|p=23 , (2, 4), (3, 5)]
O v2, 1(x3 , x1) # [2, 3]_[8, 9]|p=23
_ [0, 1]_[8, 9] _ [2, 3]_[10, 11]
v3, 0(x1 , x2)=(3, 5):
O v1, 0(x3 , x2) # [0, 1, 2, 3]_[4, 5, 6, 7]
O v1, 0(x3 , x2) # [(1, 6)|p=23 , (2, 4), (3, 5)]
O v2, 1(x3 , x1) # [6, 7]_[12, 13]|p=23
_ [4, 5]_[12, 13] _ [6, 7]_[14, 15]
v3, 0(x1 , x2)=(7, 8)|1&1- 2 :
O v2, 1(x3 , x1) # [12, 13, 14, 15]_[0, 1, 2, 3]| 1&1- 2
v3, 0(x1 , x2)=(6, 8)|13 :
O v2, 1(x3 , x1) # [8, 9, 10, 11]_[0, 1, 2, 3]| 13
v3, 0(x1 , x2)=(3, 5, 8)| (3&- 5)2 :
O v1, 0(x3 , x2) # [0, 1, 2, 3]_[4, 5, 6, 7]
_[8, 9, 10, 11] | (3&- 5)2
O v1, 0(x3 , x2) # [(2, 4)| (3&- 5)2 , (3, 5, 8)| (3&- 5)2]
O v2, 1(x3 , x1) # [6, 7]_[14, 15]_[0, 1]| (3&- 5)2
_ [4, 5]_[12, 13] | (3&- 5)2 .
Thus, all the uncertainties of type 1 are resolvable. As for
the other uncertainties, recall that each one of them is
obtained from an uncertainty of type 1 by an uncertainty-
preserving transformation. Assume that there is such an
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TABLE 2
Uncertainties of fi, b
h h O h h O h h O h 
(2, 4) (11, 13) (2, 4) (11, 13)
(3, 5) (10, 12) (3, 5) (10, 12)
(7, 8) | 1&1- 2 (7, 8) | 1&1- 2 (1, 14) | 1- 2 (1, 14) | 1- 2
(6, 8) | 13 (7, 9) | 13 (1, 6) | 23 (9, 14) | 23
(3, 5, 8) | (3&- 5)2 (7, 10, 12) | (3&- 5)2 (1, 10, 12) | (- 5&1)2 (3, 5, 14) | (- 5&1)2
unresolved uncertainty, and let f, g be two different func-
tions which induce that uncertainty. By applying the proper
uncertainty-preserving operation, we can get two other
functions f $, g$, which induce an irresolvable uncertainty of
type 1, a contradiction. K
How small can the visibility be under the conditions
of the above theorem (biased i.i.d. distributions)? The
following theorem shows that, to enable learnability under
such distributions, 0(n) bits have to be visible.
Theorem 4.8. The class of all Boolean functions is not
wn8x-RFA learnable, under the class of biased i.i.d. distribu-
tions.
Proof. We prove that if kwn8x, then there must be a
k-RFA hard pair of scenarios, implying, by Theorem 3.13,
that the class of all Boolean functions is not wn8x-RFA
learnable.
First notice that if two different scenarios share the same
i.i.d. distributions p, then any function h is pn-bad for at least
one of them, and so it is sufficient to prove that there are two
wn8x-RFA equivalent scenarios which share the same i.i.d.
distribution p.
Any scenario induces a set of ( nk) k-RFA distributions
(one for every k-RFA projection), where each distribution is
a set of 2k k-RFA probabilities (one for each observation).
For p=14, each probability can be represented by 2(n&k)
bits, and thus a k-RFA scenario can be represented by
m=( nk) 2
k2(n&k) bits. Since two scenarios are k-RFA
equivalent if all of their k-RFA probabilities are identical,
the number of k-RFA non-equivalent scenarios is bounded
by 2m. Hence, when 2m is strictly smaller than 22
n
, the total
number of Boolean functions, there must be at least two dif-
ferent functions which induce the same set of k-RFA
probabilities and hence are not distinguishable by a k-RFA
learner.
It remains to show that m < 2n for : = kn < 18. By
Stirling approximation, ( n:n)<2
nH(:)+c log n, where H(:)=
&: log :&(1&:) log(1&:), and c is a constant. For large
enough n, m is dominated by 2n(H(:)+:), which is smaller
than 2n when 2H(:)+:<2. Since &(1&:) log(1&:)
<&: log : for :<12, it is left to verify that &2(18)
log 18+18=78<1. K
We proceed with studing the RFA learnability of some
useful classes of Boolean functions. In particular, we show
k-RFA learnability of the class of k-decision lists (see Sec-
tion 3 for its definition). It is shown in [23] that k-DL is a
proper superset of k-DNF _ k-CNF and is efficiently PAC
learnable (this class is among the most expressive classes
known to be efficiently and distribution-free learnable). A
hardness result for k-RFA learnability of k-DL, for
kn&2, has been shown in [9]. However, we show here
that, under the uniform distribution, this class is (non-
efficiently) k-RFA learnable. It is straightforward to
generalize the algorithm to learn under any fixed distribu-
tion.
Theorem 4.9. The class of k-DL is k-RFA learnable
under the uniform distribution.
Proof. A k-RFA algorithm which learns the class k-DL
is presented in Fig. 1. We now prove its correctness. It is
convenient to generalize the definition of decision lists in the
following way. We omit the restriction that the last term of
the list is 1 and say that if none of the terms of a list L
satisfies an instance x, then L(x)=< (representing an
unknown value of L(x)).
Let L be the target decision list, and define for each term
t of size k:
m(t) ] |[x # [0, 1]n : t(x)=1, L(x)=1]|.
Note that m(t)2n&k is the conditional probability of draw-
ing a positive instance x, given that t(x)=1. The first step
of the learning algorithm A is to estimate m(t), for each
term t of size k. Since the samples are large enough to ensure
that (with high probably) |m^(t)&m(t)|<12 (by Theorem
3.6), we may proceed with the assumption that A has the
exact value of m(t). Next observe that if L is consistent with
L (i.e., L (x)=L(x) for every instance classified by L ), and
m(t)=mb(t), then the list obtained by appending (t, b) to L
is also consistent with L. Furthermore, any partial list which
is consistent with L can be extended to a list L$ which
satisfies L$(x)=L(x) for every instance x. Thus, while T is
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FIG. 1. k-RFA learning of k-DL under the uniform distribution.
not empty, there must be t # T satisfying m(t)=mb(t) for
either b=0 or b=1. It follows that (with high confidence)
A halts after |T | iterations and outputs a list L satisfying
L (x)=L(x) for every instance x. K
We note here that a distribution-free (n&1)-RFA algo-
rithm which learns the class (n&1)-DL is shown in [9].
We conclude this section by showing a learning algorithm
for the rich class of AC 0 Boolean circuits (see the definition
in Section 3.1), which is almost efficient (its time complexity
is quasi-polynomial) and learns under the uniform distribu-
tion. This result is a direct consequence of the following
result, by Linial et al. [22].
Theorem 4.10 (Linial, Mansour, and Nisan). Under the
uniform distribution, the class of AC0[d] Boolean circuits is
PAC learnable with a sample of size O(n2k+log n$), where
= and $ are the accuracy and confidence learning parameters,
respectively, and k=O(logd n=).
Analyzing the proof of the theorem we conclude the
following result. Define Hk to be the class of all hypotheses
of the form h(x)= 12(1+sign( |S|k :S /S(x))), where
each :S # R, and /S(x1 , ..., xn)=2(i # S xi mod 2)&1, for
S[N].
Corollary 4.11. Under the uniform distribution, the
class of AC 0[d] Boolean functions is k-RFA learnable using
Hk , with a sample complexity of O(nk(n2k+log n$)), where
k=O(logd n=), and =, $ are the learning accuracy and con-
fidence learning parameters, respectively.
Proof. The learning algorithm in [22] actually esti-
mates the coefficients of the Fourier representation of the
target function with respect to the basis [/S : S[n]]. It is
shown in [22] that only coefficients corresponding to /S for
|S|k have strong influence on the value of the function, so
it is sufficient to estimate only them. However, since the
given basis is orthogonal, each coefficient can be estimated
independently (using the internal product of the function
and the corresponding /S). Thus, a learning algorithm can
use the projection wS to estimate the coefficient of /S (recall
that, for S=[i1 , ..., ik], wS(x1 , ..., xn , y)=(xi1 , ..., xik , y)).
This implies a multiplicative factor of O(nk) (the number of
relevant coefficients) on the sample complexity. K
Note that k depends on n, d, and =. Thus, a limited
visibility of size k implies a lower bound on = for every n and
d. However, in Section 5 we show that, in order to learn this
class, the learner actually needs to extract only two bits of
information from each example.
4.3. k-RFA Learning in the Euclidean Space
In Section 4.1 we have used the decomposition learning
tool in order to learn decomposable classes, such as axis-
aligned rectangles, under the RFA restriction. For the task
of learning non-decomposable classes, such as linear half-
spaces in Rn, which appear to be much more subtle, other
techniques have to be developed. Also, it seems that, for
such classes, the distribution-free setting has to be relaxed to
a more restricted class of distribution, such as the class of
product distribution. Our main result here is an (n&1)-
RFA learning algorithm which learns, under product dis-
tributions, subspaces of Rn which are bounded by ‘‘mild’’
surfaces.
Definition 4.12 (Bounded Envelope Span). Let g:
Rn  R be a continuous function. The envelope span of g is
a function Sg : R  R, where Sg(r) is the planar integral of
the surface of g over the domain [x # [&r, r]n : | g(x)|r].
That is, Sg(r) is defined by
Sg(r) ] | } } } |









dx1 } } } dxn
A class G of continuous functions g: Rn  R has a bounded
envelope span if there is a function SG : R  R such that
Sg(r)SG (r) for every g # G and every r # R.
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Before showing the learning algorithm, let us demon-
strate the richness of the class of subspaces of Rn which have
a bounded envelope span. For every positive integer s, let
Gs , be the class of all continuous functions, for which every
projection on each of the axes has no more than s extrema.
For instance, all the linear functions are included in G0 , and
all the multivariate polynomials of degree d are included
in Gd .
Proposition 4.13. For every s0, Gs has a bounded
envelope span.
Proof. Given a function f: R  R, and a positive con-
stant c # R, define
If (r, c) ] |
[ |x|r : | f (x)|r]
(c+( f $)2)12 dx,
where f $#dfdx. We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.14. If f has no more than s extrema then
If (r, c)2r(s+2)(c+1)12.
Proof. Consider first a linear function f (x)=ax+b,
and define for every two closed intervals A, B/R
If (A, B, c) ] |
[x # A : f (x) # B]
(c+( f $)2)12 dx.
If |a | < 1, then If (A, B, c)  |A | (c + 1)12. Otherwise,
assume that a1 (the case a&1 is symmetric), and let
B=[l, u]. Then, ax+b # [l, u] implies x # [l&ba,
u&ba], and hence







For every c>0, the function (c+a2)12a is monotonically
decreasing in the domain a1, and therefore If (A, B, c)
|B| (c+1)12. Thus, If (A, B, c)(|A|+|B| )(c+1)12, for
every linear function f.
Next consider a continuous function f which has no more
than s extrema in the domain x # [&r, r]. For every integer
m1, we define a piecewise linear function fm which
approximates f on the domain x # [&r, r]. Let aj=( jm) r
for every integer j, | j |m, and let fm, j be the linear func-
tion which is determined by fixing fm, j (a j)= f (a j) and
fm, j (aj+1)= f (aj+1). fm is defined by letting fm(x)=
fm, j (x) for every x # [a j , aj+1].
Let Aj=[aj , aj+1], and let Bj=[min[ f (aj), f (aj+1)],
max[ f (aj), f (aj+1]]. Then Ifm(r, c)=
m&1
j=&m Ifm, j (Aj , Bj , c).
The linearity of fm, j implies that Ifm, j (Aj , Bj , c)(|Aj |+
|Bj | )(c+1)12, and thus Ifm(r, c)
m&1
j=&m ( |A j |+|Bj | )
(c+1)12. Notice that j |Aj |=2r and that since f has no
more than s extrema, j |Bj |=2r(s+1). It follows that
Ifm(r, c)2r(s+2)(c+1)
12 for every m1. Finally, since
f =limm   fm , we conclude that If (r, c)=limm  
Ifm(r, c)2r(s+2)(c+1)
12. K














dx i+1 } } } dxn ,
(1)
where B=[(xi+1 , ..., xn) # [&r, r]n&i : | g(x)|r]. By the
definition of Sg , inequality (1) holds for i=0. Assuming that
it holds for i&1, we prove that it holds also for i (1in).
Fix the values of x1 , ..., xi&1 , x i+1 , ..., xn , let f (x i)=
g(x1 , ..., xn), and let c=(i+nj=i+1 (gxj)
2)12. By
Lemma 4.14, If (r, c)2r(s+1)(c+1), and thus inequality
(1) holds for i as well. For i=n we get Sg(r)(2r)n (s+2)n
(n+1)12 and thus conclude that the class Gs has a bounded
envelope span. K
Let G be a class of continuous functions from Rn&1 to R.
We associate with a function g # G a surface in Rn,
[(x1 , ..., xn) : g(x1 , ..., xn&1)=xn], and a subset of Rn,
[(x1 , ..., xn) : g(x1 , ..., xn&1)xn]. The binary-valued func-
tion fg : Rn  [0, 1] is the function which is 1 on the subset
below the surface of g (i.e., on the above subset). We now
show that if the class G has a bounded envelope span,
then the class [ fg : g # G] is (n&1)-RFA learnable under
product distributions. That is, the class is learnable even
when one of the attributes of each example is invisible. The
algorithm is efficient for every fixed dimension n. Thus, for
example, we have an efficient algorithm which learns the
class of linear half-spaces in R2 (under product distribution)
by observing only one attribute at any time.
Theorem 4.15. Let G be a class of functions from Rn&1
to R which have a bounded envelope span, and let F=
[ fg : g # G], where fg(x1 , ..., xn)=1 iff g(x1 , ..., xn&1)xn .
Then F is (n&1)-RFA learnable under the class of product
distributions.
Proof. For each 1in, we choose any projection
in which xi is visible and denote this projection wi . The
learning algorithm is described in Fig. 2.
For the analysis of the algorithm, note the following:
v By choosing n&1 samples of size m1 we ensure that,
with probability of at least 1&$3, Prx # D[_i |xi |>r]<=2.
Hence, the probability that h errs on an instance which lies
outside En is at most =2.
v Using standard uniform convergence analysis (see
Theorem 3.6), it can be verified that a sample of size m2
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FIG. 2 (n&1)-RFA learning of bounded-envelope-span subsets of Rn.
ensures that, with probability of at least 1&$3, each axis is
partitioned into 4B= intervals, such that the probability of
an instance to be in each of the intervals is less than =2B.
Since the underlying target distribution is a product dis-
tribution, an n-dimensional grid is obtained, for which the
probability of drawing a point which lies in some entry of
the grid is less than (=2B)n.
v A sample of size m3 ensures that, with probability of at
least 1&$3, for each entry in En&1 , the estimate of the
probability of drawing a positive instance which lies in that
entry is within 12 (=2B)
n&1 of the true probability. Thus, for
a target function fg , the function g can cross at most
B(2B=)n&1 entries of the grid, incurring an error of at most
(=(2B))n in each one of them. Hence the probability that h
errs on an instance which lies inside En is at most =2. K
Notice that the sample size of the learning algorithm
shown in the proof of Theorem 4.15 is not uniform for all the
product distributions, since the size of the samples m2 and
m3 depends on the sample m1 . However, in case there is
r # R such that the distribution on Rn is known to be con-
centrated in the domain [&r, r]n, the sample size can be
uniform for all the product distributions. In such a case the
algorithm is efficient for a fixed dimension n (it is polyno-
mial in 1=, in 1$ and in SG (r)).
We conclude this section by remarking that for the class
G0 , an (n&1)-RFA learner can learn a richer class of subset
of Rn. Let F be the class of subsets defined by G0 as
before. In addition, for every g # G0 , let f g be defined by
f g(x1 , ..., xn)=1 iff g(x1 , ..., xn&1)<xn , and let F =
[ f g : g # G]. Observing that fg and f g induce a distin-
guishable behavior with respect to the xn axis (the condi-
tional probabilities are either decreasing or increasing), we
conclude that the class is F _ F is (n&1)-RFA learnable.
5. k-wRFA LEARNING
In this section we study a variant of the RFA model in
which a weaker restriction is made on the learnerhe is
restricted to observe only a certain amount of bits obtained
from each example (no restriction is made on how they are
obtained from the example). We call this variant wRFA
(weakly restricted focus of attention). We say that a function
class F[0, 1]X is k-wRFA learnable if there is an algo-
rithm which learns F via W, where W([0, 1]k)X_[0, 1].
Notice that in the Boolean domain the (k+1)-wRFA
restriction is weaker than the k-RFA restriction: k-RFA
learnability implies (k+1)-wRFA learnability. Also, for
k=n, the two variants coincide with the standard PAC
model. The following theorem shows that, for every k<n,
k-RFA learnability is strictly weaker than (k+1)-wRFA
learnability.
Theorem 5.1. For every 0  k  n, the class
PARITY k+1n is 1-wRFA learnable but not k-RFA learnable.
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n ] is not k-RFA
learnable. However, this class is 1-wRFA learnable (given
any example (x1 , ..., xn , y), the single-bit observation
x1  } } } xk+1  y is sufficient for distinguishing between
the two functions). K
The next example demonstrates that relaxing an RFA
restriction to a wRFA restriction enables a significant
reduction in the size of the observation space. (It will be
shown in Section 6 that a small observation space guaran-
tees noise tolerance.)
Example. In Theorem 4.10 we used a result from [22] to
show that, under the uniform distribution, the class of
AC0([d] Boolean circuits is k-RFA learnable, for
k=O(logd n=). The algorithm learns the target function by
estimating the coefficients of its Fourier representation with
respect to the basis B=[/S : S[n]], where /S(x1 , ..., xn)=
2(i # S xi mod 2)&1. It is shown in [22] that it is sufficient
to estimate the coefficients corresponding to the subset
[/S # B : |S|=k]. Since the algorithm only needs to
estimate the correlation between the target function (as a
[&1, 1]-valued function) and /S , it can use the projection
class [w$S : S/[n], |S|=k][&1, 1]X_[0, 1], where
w$S(x1 , ..., xn , y)=/S(x1 , ..., xn) } (2y&1). Thus, the class is
1-wRFA learnable (with the same time complexity). In Sec-
tion 6 we prove that this property guarantees robustness of
the learning algorithm against classification noise.
Next we show a tradeoff between the sample complexity
and the size of the observation space.
Theorem 5.2. If F is k-wRFA learnable with sample
complexity m(=, $, n, size( f )), then for every 1i<k, F
is (k&i)-wRFA learnable with sample complexity
23i+2m31 $ log m12
i+2$, where m1=m(=, $2, n, size( f )).
Proof. Let A be a k-wRFA learning algorithm which
learns F via a projection class W with sample complexity
m(=, $, n, size( f )), and let m1=m(=, $2, n, size( f )). The
target distribution D, the target function f, and the m1 pro-
jections used by A induce a distribution over the m1 -fold
observation space ([0, 1]k)m1. Given j=k&i>0, the idea
is to construct a j-wRFA algorithm B which supplies A
with m1 observations drawn from a distribution which is
$2-close to the above distribution. Since A finds a good
hypothesis with a probability of at least 1&$2, this guaran-
tees that B finds a good hypothesis with probability of at
least 1&$.
Given a k-wRFA projection w, and given z # [0, 1] i+1,
let wz be the following j-wRFA projection: wz(x, y)=
(a1 , ..., aj&1 , b), where w(x, y)=(a1 , ..., ak), and b=1 iff
(aj , ..., ak)=z. Whenever A makes an observation via the
projection w, the algorithm B takes 2i+1 large samples via
each of the projections in the set [wz | z # [0, 1]i+1]. Using
these samples, B estimates the distribution which is projected
on [0, 1]k by D, f, and w. Then B can draw an observation
from the estimated distribution and supplies A with this
observation.
We now compute B’s sample complexity. We want the
m1 -fold distribution to be $2-close to the real distribution.
Thus, for each observation, we need the distribution from
which B draws this observation to be $m1 -close to the real
distribution. Since B computes this distribution by estimat-
ing 2i+1 probabilities, each estimate should be $(m12 i+1)
close to the real probability. By Theorem 3.5, a sample
of size m212
2i+1$2 log m12 i+2$ is sufficient to guarantee
such an estimate with probability of at least $(2m12 i+1).
Altogether, the sample complexity of B is m312
3i+2$2
log m12i+2$. K
Corollary 5.3. If F is efficiently k-wRFA learnable
then F is efficiently (k& j)-wRFA learnable, for every j<k,
j=O(log n).
Does the k-wRFA restriction impose a real hierarchy
over the learnable classes of functions ? To answer this
question, we distinguish between information-theoretic
learnability and efficient learnability.
Consider first the case of information-theoretic learn-
ability. In Section 3.6 we have shown that the hierarchy
collapses to 1-wRFA learnability when the domain is finite.
We now prove that this remains true for finite function
classes, even when the domain is infinite.
Theorem 5.4. Every finite function class is 1-wRFA
learnable.
Proof. Let F be a finite function class, and define for
every h # F a projection
wh(x, y) ] {1 h(x)= y0 h(x){ y.
We claim that F is learnable via the projection class WF =
[wh : h # F], as follows. For every h # F, take a sample Sh
of size 1= log |F|$ via the projection wh . Assume f is the
target function and D is the target distribution. Then, for
every h # F, with probability at least 1&$|F|, the sample
Sh includes a negative observation if and only if h is =-bad
for f under D. Thus, by choosing any h for which Sh includes
only positive observations, a learner may obtain, with con-
fidence 1&$, an =-good hypothesis for f under D. K
Similarly, we can show that if the function class is PAC
learnable using a finite hypothesis class H, then it is
1-wRFA learnable using H. Also note that, by Theorem 2.2,
under any fixed distribution, every function class F with
finite VC-dimension is 1-wRFA learnable. Thus, it seems
that a small observation space is sufficient for learnability.
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FIG. 3. Efficient k-wRFA learning of k-DL.
In fact, we do not know of any function class whose learn-
ability imposes a nontrivial lower bound on the size of the
observation space.
The situation is different when complexity issues are
being considered. In Section 6 we show that efficient
O(log n)-wRFA learnability is equivalent to efficient learn-
ability from statistical queries. It is shown in [16] that the
class of all parity functions is not efficiently learnable from
statistical queries, and hence it is not efficiently O(log n)-
wRFA learnable. However, being efficiently PAC learnable,
this class is efficiently (n&O(log n))-wRFA learnable.
Hence, there is a lower bound of |(log n) on the size of the
observation space needed for efficient learnability of the
class of parity functions.
Proposition 5.5. PARITYn (the class of all parity
functions over n variables) is n-wRFA learnable but not
(log n)-wRFA learnable.
5.1. Efficient k-wRFA learnability of k-Decision Lists
It is proved in [9] that k-DL is not k-RFA learnable, for
every kn&2. In Section 4 we have shown that the class
of k-DL is (non-efficiently) k-RFA learnable under the
uniform distribution. Here we show a simple and efficient
algorithm which learns this class under the 1-wRFA restric-
tion. In Section 6 we use this result to construct a simple and
efficient noise-tolerant learning algorithm for this class
(another efficient noise-tolerant algorithm which learns
decision lists is shown in [24]).
Theorem 5.6. For a fixed k, k-DL is efficiently 1-wRFA
learnable.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, it is enough to show efficient
k-wRFA learnability. As in the proof of Theorem 4.9, we
omit the restriction that the last term in the list is 1 and say
that if none of the terms of a list L satisfies an instance x
then L(x)=< (representing an unknown value of L(x)).
Given a decision list L (which satisfies L(x) # [0, 1, <] for
every x # X ), and given I=[i1 , ..., ik][n], we define the
projection wLI by
wLI (x, y)={(xi1 , ..., xik , <)(xi1 , ..., xik , y)
L(x) # [0, 1]
L(x)=<.
Define WDL ] [wLI : I[1, ..., n], |I |=k, L # k-DL].
An efficient learning algorithm for k-DL is shown in Fig. 3.
We now analyze the correctness of the algorithm. First note
that the number of terms of size at most k, over n variables,
is (2n+1)k. Clearly, |L |(2n+1)k at any stage of the algo-
rithm. We prove by induction on the length of L that, with
probability at least 1&|L |(2n+1)k, Prx # D[L (x){, 7
L(x){L (x)](|L |(2n+1)k) =. Initially, this is true since
L is empty (hence, L (x)=, for every x). Assume that the
assertion is true for a list L . Before appending a new term t
to the list, the algorithm draws a sample of size
(2n+1)k= log(2n+1)k$ and tests for homogeneity of the
examples with respect to this term. That is, the entry (t, b)
is appended to the list L if all the examples in the sample
which are not determined by L and are satisfied by t
are classified as b. This implies that Prx # D[[x: t(x)=1 7
L(x){L (x)]]<=(2n+1)k with probability of at least
1&$(2n+1)k. Thus, if the entry (t, b) is appended to
the list L , then we get a list which satisfies the inductive
assertion. K
6. RFA LEARNING AND NOISE-TOLERANCE
In many learning situations the correct classification of
some of the examples may be randomly corrupted. A com-
mon paradigm for this problem, in both theoretical and
experimental research, is the classification-noise model [2,
21, 27, 28]. The classification-noise model replaces the
(deterministic) classification of the examples supplied to the
learner, by a random variable (independently for every
drawn instance) that has some fixed probability ’ of assum-
ing the inverse of the true classification value, and with
probability (1&’) assumes the correct classification value
(for more stringent noise models, see [12, 17]).
The task of providing methods by which efficient learning
algorithms can be strengthened to noise-tolerant ones is one
of the most important in computational learning theory. As
this task seems to be very difficult, one naturally seeks par-
tial solutions. A natural approach is to consider restrictions
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on the learner, such that learnability under such restrictions
can be shown to entail learnability in the presence of noise.
A significant step in this direction was taken by Kearns,
who presented the statistical queries model [16]. In this
model the learning algorithm is restricted to using only
statistics of the space of classified examples, rather than
having the flexibility of being sensitive to properties of
individual examples. It is proved in [16] that any learning
algorithm obeying such a restriction can be transformed
into a noise-tolerant one (the transformation preserves the
complexity of the learning algorithm). Kearns demon-
strated the usefulness of the SQ model by showing that
many of the known efficient learning algorithms can be
naturally adapted to meet the restrictions that the SQ
framework imposes upon them.
It turns out that the O(log n)-wRFA restriction is also
sufficiently restrictive to guarantee robustness against
classification noise and hence provides a sufficient condition
for noise tolerance which may be applied directly to algo-
rithms which learn from random examples. We prove here
that both models are essentially equivalent (within polyno-
mial factors).
To formalize the classification-noise variant of the RFA
learning scheme (formally defined in Section 2), we fix a
noise rate ’, 0’< 12 , and denote by P’ the distribution
over [0, 1] which is 1 with probability ’. Given a sequence
of m instances x =(x1 , ..., xm) # Xm, a target function f # F,
a focusing function 8, and a sequence z # [0, 1]m, the obser-
vation sample generated by x , f, 8, and z is
sample(x , f, 8, z )
=(w1(x1 , z1 f (x1)), ..., wm(xm , zm f (xm))),
where wi=8(w1(x1 , f (x1)), ..., wi&1(x i&1 , f (xi&1))), for
1im.
F2X is learnable in the presence of classification noise,
via WOX_[0, 1], and using H, if there is an integer-valued
sampling function m( } , } ), there is a focusing function
8: O*  W, and there is a learning function L: O*  H,
such that for every target function f # F, for every distribu-
tion D on X, for every noise rate 0’< 12 , and for every
0<=, $1,
Prx # Dm(=, $), z # P ’
m[errorf, D(L(sample(x , f, 8, z )))>=]<$.
As before, an efficient learning algorithm has to find an
=-good hypothesis with high probability, but now we let its
running time be also polynomial in ( 12&’)
&1. (The closer
the noise rate is to 12, the larger is the sample needed to
compensate for the noise.) For the sake of simplicity we
assume that the noise rate ’ is known to the learner (a
general scheme for efficiently handling an unknown noise
rate is shown in [16, 21]). Note that this model assumes a
noisy source of classified examples, while the projecting
mechanism is noise-free.
We start by showing noise robustness for a slightly more
restrictive RFA setting, which we call mRFA (mildly
restricted focus of attention). In this model the learner is
restricted to observing a certain amount of bits obtained
from the attribute vector of each example (no restriction is
made on how they are obtained from the attributes), but he
may also observe the classification bit of every example.
We say that a function class is F is k-mRFA learnable if
there is an algorithm which learns F via W, where each
w # W is a function of the form w(x, y)=(u(x), y), and
u: X  [0, 1]k. Notice that k-mRFA learnability implies
(k+1)-wRFA learnability.
The following theorem demonstrates that, once we know
the noise rate, it is possible to simulate a 1-bit noiseless
mRFA oracle by sampling a noisy mRFA oracle.
Theorem 6.1. If F is efficiently 1-mRFA learnable, then
F is efficiently 1-mRFA learnable in the presence of
classification noise.
Proof. Let A be an efficient 1-mRFA learning algo-
rithm which uses m observations to learn F. For a target
function f, a target distribution D, and a given noise rate, a
projection used by A induces a distribution over the
observation space [0, 1]2. The idea is to show how an algo-
rithm B, which makes noisy observations, can simulate a
noiseless oracle, and feed A with observations which are
drawn from a distribution which is very close to the true
(noiseless) one.
A single observation is made by B as follows. Assume A
makes an observation via the projection w(x)=(u(x), y),
where u(x) # [0, 1]. Let p(a, b)=Prx # D[w(x, y)=(a, b)],
for every (a, b) # [0, 1]2, and denote by p~ (a, b) the probabil-
ity of drawing a noisy observation (a, b). Then
p~ (a, b)=(1&’) p (a, b)+’p(a, b ) (2)
p~ (a, b )=(1&’) p (a, b )+’p(a, b) . (3)
Knowing ’ (or a good approximation of it), one may solve
the above equations for p(a, b) , yielding
p(a, b)=
(1&’) p~ (a, b)&’p~ (a, b )
1&2’
. (4)
Thus, B can compute a good estimate of p(a, b) from good
estimates of p~ (a, b) and p~ (a, b ) . (This basic observation has
been noticed before by several authors [4, 21, 26].)
It remains to prove the efficiency of B. Assume that A
needs m observations to compute an =-good approximation
of the target function with a confidence of at least 1&$2. It
is sufficient to prove that B can efficiently compute (and by
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Theorem 3.11, it can also efficiently sample) a distribution
over [0, 1]2m, which is $2-close to the true distribution.
Hence, the distribution from which B draws an observation
has to be $2m-close to the true distribution. Since the
distribution is calculated by Eq. (4), the estimate of the
noisy distribution should be $(2m(1&2’))-close to the true
noisy distribution. By Theorem 3.5, the number of observa-
tions needed for such an estimate is polynomial in
($2m(1&2’))2, which is polynomial in all the relevant
parameters (including (1&2’)&1). K
Hence, the 1-mRFA restriction guarantees noise
tolerance. This restriction can be relaxed to an O(log n)-
wRFA restriction as follows. First, the proofs of
Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 can be easily adapted to the
mRFA model, yielding the following.
Proposition 6.2. If F is efficiently k-mRFA learnable
then F is efficiently (k&i)-mRFA learnable for every
i=O(log n), i<k.
Finally, we notice that one can move from the mRFA
restriction to the wRFA restriction by doubling the visibility
size, and hence the O(log n)-mRFA restriction can be
relaxed to an O(log n)-wRFA restriction.
Proposition 6.3. If the function class F is k-wRFA
learnable from a sample of size m, then F is (2k)-mRFA
learnable from a sample of size m.
Proof. Given a k-wRFA learning algorithm A, trans-
form it to a 2k-mRFA learning algorithm B by replacing
each k-wRFA projection w : X_Y  [0, 1]k with the
2k-mRFA projection w$(x, y)=(u(x), y), where u(x)=
(w(x, 0), w(x, 1)). Whenever A makes an observation via
the projection w, B can make an observation via w$. Having
(u(x)=(w(x, 0), w(x, 1)) and y, B can feed A with either
w(x, 0) (if y=0) or w(x, 1) (if y=1). K
Hence combining Theorem 6.1 with Propositions 6.2 and
6.3, we get the following sufficient condition for noise-
tolerant learnability.
Corollary 6.4. If F is efficiently O(log n)-wRFA
learnable, then F is efficiently O(log n)-wRFA learnable in
the presence of classification noise.
Thus, for instance, one can use the new k-wRFA learning
algorithm for the class k-DL, shown in Fig. 3, to obtain a
simple noise-tolerant algorithm for this class (compare with
the algorithm and its analysis given in [24]).
Notice that the noise-tolerant algorithms obtained by the
above transformations are randomized, even when the
original ones are deterministic. (Hence, the failure probabil-
ity $ is with respect to the random sample and the random
choices made by the algorithm.) The derandomization
schemes shown in [14] can be used to transform the ran-
domized noise-tolerant algorithms into deterministic ones
(preserving their efficiency).
Efficient O(log n)-wRFA learnability can serve also as
sufficient condition for efficient noise-tolerant PAC learn-
ability. However, in this case we have to restrict every pro-
jection used by the RFA algorithm to be efficiently com-
putable. We say that an RFA algorithm A is strongly
efficient if it is efficient and there is a polynomial p( } , } , } , } ),
such that given the learning parameters =, $, n, and size( f ),
every projection used by A is a function which is com-
putable in time p(1=, 1$, n, size( f )). This RFA restriction
is equivalent to the one implied by Kearns’ SQ model (the
model of learning from statistical queries; see Section 2.4).
Before proving this equivalence, we first give a formal defini-
tion of the SQ model.
Definition 6.5 (Learning from Statistical Queries). A
statistical query is a pair (w, :), where w: X_[0, 1] 
[0, 1] is the query function, and : # (0, 1) is the query
accuracy. An SQf, D oracle is an oracle which, given a query
(w, :), returns a value p^w which satisfies | p^w& pw |<:,
where pw=Prx # D[w(x, f (x))=1].
The function class F is efficiently SQ-learnable using the
hypothesis class H, if there is an algorithm A, and there are
polynomials p( } , }, }, } ), q( } , }, }, } ), and r( } , }, }, } ), such that
for every function f # F, for every distribution D on X, and
for every 0<=, $1, given inputs =, $, n and size( f ), and
given access to an SQf, D oracle, A satisfies:
1. For every query (w, :) asked by A, w is computable
in time q(1=, 1$, n, size( f )), and 1:r(1=, 1$, n, size( f )).
2. A halts in time p(1=, 1$, n, size( f )) and outputs an
=-good hypothesis with confidence of at least 1&$.
Note that since the statistical oracle always gives a good
estimation, any successful deterministic learner succeeds
with absolute confidence. This setting is clearly sufficient for
deterministic algorithms. However, since randomized algo-
rithms can fail with non-zero probability, we include the
confidence parameter $ in the definition of the SQ model. It
is easy to verify that Kearns’ transformation from efficient
statistical algorithms into efficient noise-tolerant PAC algo-
rithms is also applicable to randomized algorithms, imply-
ing that the following theorem is valid in that setting.
Theorem 6.6 (Kearns). If F is efficiently SQ learnable
(using H), then F is efficiently PAC learnable (using H) in
the presence of classification noise.
As both the SQ restriction and the O(log n)-wRFA
restriction guarantee robustness against classification noise,
it is not surprising that they are equivalent.
Theorem 6.7. A function class F is learnable by a
strongly efficient O(log n)-wRFA algorithm iff it is efficiently
learnable from statistical queries.
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Proof. First notice that if there is an efficient O(log n)-
wRFA algorithm A which learns F, then by Corollary 5.3,
there is an efficient 1-wRFA algorithm B which learns F.
Furthermore, the reduction shown in the proof of
Theorem 5.2 preserves the strong efficiency of the learning
algorithm. Hence, it is sufficient to prove the equivalence
of strongly efficient 1-wRFA learnability and efficient SQ
learnability.
Let A be a statistical algorithm which produces an
=-good hypothesis, with probability at least 1&$2, by asking
no more than p(1=, 2$, n, size( f )) statistical queries, where
each query function is computable in time q(1=, 2$, n,
size( f )), and the inverse of each query accuracy is bounded
by r(1=, 2$, n, size( f )). p, q, and r are polynomials in their
arguments. Let W be the class of all the query functions
which may be used by A during the learning process.
A 1-wRFA algorithm B can simulate each statistical
query (w, :) by drawing a sample of size O(1:2 log 2p$)
via the projection w and computing the fraction p^w of the
positive observations in that sample. Having a sample of
that size, it is implied by Chernoff bounds (Theorem 3.5)
that, with probability at least 1&$2p, the estimate p^w is
close to the true probability pw=Pr[w=1], within an
additive factor of :. Hence, B can simulate the statistical
oracle and provide A with valid answers to its statistical
queries, using a sample of size O( p:2 log 2p$). Since
1:r(1=, 2$, n, size( f )), and since p and r are polyno-
mials, this sample complexity is polynomial (in =&1, $&1, n,
and size( f )). Also notice that each projection used by B is
computable in time q(1=, 2$, n, size( f )), and therefore B is
strongly efficient. With probability of at least 1&$2, all the
estimates of the simulating algorithm B are sufficiently
accurate, enabling B to produce an =-good hypothesis with
probability of at least 1&$.
For the other direction, assume A learns F via a projec-
tion class W[0, 1]X_[0, 1]. Assume further that A needs
m=m(1=, 2$, n, size( f )) observations, in order to find an
=-good hypothesis for f, with confidence of at least 1&$2,
and that each projection used by A is computable in time
q(1=, 2$, n, size( f )),
A statistical algorithm B can learn F by feeding A with
m observations as follows. To supply A with an observation
via a projection w, B uses the statistical query (w, $2m); if
p^w is the estimate B receives for the probability pw=
Prx # D[w(x, f (x))=1], then it draws the observation 1
with probability p^w . Notice that the query function w is a
projection which is efficiently computable and that since m
is polynomial, the inverse of the accuracy of this query is
polynomial.
Assuming A chooses the sequence of projections
w1 , ..., wm , let P denote the product distribution
( pw1 , ..., pwm), and let P denote the product distribution
( p^w1 , ..., p^wm). Since 2s( pwi , p^wi)<$2m for every 1im,
by Proposition 3.8, 2s(P, P )<$2. Hence, the distribution
from which B draws the m observations is $2-close to the
real distribution (induced by the target function f, the target
distribution D, and the projections chosen by A), implying
that the failure probability of B does not exceed $2+
$2=$. K
A stronger variant of the SQ restriction [13] has been
recently used to obtain a sufficient condition for gaining
robustness in a harder noise settinga noise model in
which the attributes of the examples are also noisy. In that
model it is assumed that, in addition to the corruption of the
classification bit, each attribute bit is also corrupted with
some probability &, and the learning algorithm is allowed to
be polynomial in (1&2&)&1. Defining the view of an SQ
algorithm to be the maximum number of input bits on
which each query depends, the following is proven in [13].
Theorem 6.8 (Decatur and Gennaro). If F is effi-
ciently learnable from statistical queries with restricted view
O(log n), then it is efficiently PAC learnable in the presence
of both classification noise and attribute noise.
By the proof scheme of Theorem 6.7, efficient learning
from statistical queries with restricted view O(log n) and
strongly efficient O(log n)-RFA learnability are equivalent
within polynomial factors. Therefore we get the following
Corollary 6.9. If F is learnable by a strongly efficient
O(log n)-RFA algorithm, then F is efficiently learnable in
the presence of both attribute and classification noise.
Thus, for instance, the strongly efficient k-RFA learn-
ability of the class of k-DNF formulas implies that the learn-
ing algorithm for this class can tolerate (simultaneously)
both classification noise and attribute noise.
7. DISCUSSION
Along the lines of making learning theory applicable to
realistic learning problems, this work has been concerned
with the restrictions made on the visibility of the data which
exist in each particular example. The main questions
addressed in this work have been: When and how can learn-
ability be made robust against such constraints?
We have formulated a general framework for studying
this type of restriction. Making a distinction between the
random instances which are distributed in the learning
environment and the observations which are made by the
learner, this framework introduces a new mechanism which
intermediates between the examples and the observations.
Our results show that learnability is strongly related to the
capability of this mechanism, which suggests that it is
an important characterizing feature of realistic learning
problems.
Applying this paradigm to Valiant’s PAC model, we get
a new setting, in which some of the traditional techniques
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are still applicable (with minor changes), but many others
fail. In particular, the hardness results that have been shown
in this work imply that learnability is no longer charac-
terized by the VC dimension; results in [9] show that the
known boosting techniques are not applicable in this setting
(i.e., weak learnability does not implies strong learnability).
Also, it seems that many learning strategies strongly depend
on the learner’s ability to observe all the relevant data exist-
ing in each example. Hence, new tools and techniques are
needed; several were developed and exploited in the paper.
Two main variants of the restriction have been studied; in
the first one, called k-RFA, only k of the n relevant
attributes are revealed to the learner (which may also
observe the classification bit). In the second one, called
k-wRFA, the learner is supplied with k-bit observations
(and no restriction is made on how they are extracted from
the examples).
For the k-RFA restriction, we defined a notion of decom-
posability of a class of functions with respect to a given set
of simpler classes and showed how to use the learnability of
these classes to deduce the k-RFA learnability of the decom-
posable class. We applied the decomposability technique to
show that the classes of functions represented by either
k-DNF or k-CNF formulas are efficiently k-RFA learnable.
Actually, we are not aware of richer Boolean classes which
are efficiently and distribution-free k-RFA learnable.
We have also shown information-theoretic learnability of
richer classes, under a restricted class of distributions. Thus,
under the uniform distribution, the class of k-decision lists
is k-RFA learnable, and the class of Boolean AC0 circuits is
O(log n)-RFA learnable by a quasi-polynomial algorithm.
Under product distributions in which each Boolean
attribute has the same probability p of being 1, and p{12,
the class of all Boolean functions is (n&2)-RFA learnable,
but not wn8x-RFA learnable.
In the Euclidean n-dimensional space we have used the
decomposability tool to demonstrate the efficient learn-
ability of some simple geometric classes, such as axis-
aligned rectangles and n-dimensional crosses. We also show
that, under a product distribution, the class of n-dimen-
sional subsets which are defined by mild (n&1)-dimen-
sional surfaces is (n&1)-RFA learnable (efficiently for a
fixed n).
For the k-wRFA restriction we have shown how to trade
visibility for sample complexity, concluding that efficient
learnability is indifferent to a reduction of O(log n) in the
size of the observation space. The only lower bound on
visibility we know for efficient k-wRFA learnability is a
lower bound of k=|(log n) for the learnability of the class
of all parity functions.
It also turns out that robustness against the RFA restric-
tions is strongly related to robustness against noisy examples.
The O(log n)-wRFA restriction, which is also equivalent to
the statistical-query restriction, guarantees robustness against
classification noise, while the more stringent O(log n)-RFA
restriction guarantees robustness against both attribute and
classification noise (simultaneously). Thus, for instance, one
can easily design an efficient learning algorithm, for the class
of k-decision lists in the presence of classification noise,
based on the simple k-wRFA algorithm presented in
Section 6.2.
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